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Chapter 1

About This Release
The release notes give you late-breaking information about Kapow 10.0.0. Please read this document
carefully, as it contains information that is not included in other Kapow documentation.

Version Information
The version of your Kapow is 10.0.0, which appears in the About window of the Design Studio and in the
top part of the Management Console.

New Features
This chapter lists enhancements introduced to Kapow, version 10.

Robotic Process Automation for Windows and Terminals
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) robots can now run on Windows Desktop and Terminals.
RPA for Windows
▪ Organizations can automate virtually any task on the desktop by designing and deploying robots to a
centralized server, which then automatically execute predefined actions on the desktop.
▪ Kapow robots interact with all types of business applications including Windows, Java, and common
enterprise applications such as Oracle, SAP, and others.
▪ Legacy Internet Explorer applications are supported through versions installed on the Windows
Desktop or Virtual Machine.
RPA for Terminals
▪ Design robots to automate legacy mainframe application tasks directly via new built-in native
mainframe terminal connectivity, in addition to existing integrations with terminal emulator interfaces
such as those from Attachmate, Rumba, and Rocket Software.
▪ Kapow robots interact with most popular streaming and block terminals such as SSH/VT100/2xx, IBM
3270 and AS400 5250.
RPA for Windows and Terminals is only available if the feature is enabled in the license key. To use this
feature, contact customer support for more information.
See Installation and User Guides for more details on capabilities of Device Automation and RPA for
Windows and Terminals.
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Enterprise Messaging Layer
Enhanced message queuing now improves communication and orchestration of enterprise software
robots between servers, websites, portals, and remote and virtualized desktops.
Easier integration into customer’s existing message-based Service Bus infrastructure

Changes in Behavior
This section describes behavior that differs from previous Kapow releases.
New installation packages
Kapow 10 contains a new installation package that installs Automation Device Agent on remote computer.
This service is required on devices (Windows Desktops and VMs) for managing communication between
the device and RoboServer and the Design Studio. The service is installed in the autostart mode.
32-bit version Linux
Starting from Kapow version 10, 32-bit version Linux is not supported and the installation package is not
provided.

Known Issues
This chapter contains information about potential issues that you may encounter while using Kapow
10.0.0.
▪ Current program point is hidden when containing step is collapsed.
▪ Incorrect error message if Device Automation step inside a snippet.
▪ Escaping characters using “\” do not work in Enter Text.
▪ Accented characters using dead key cannot be input on Linux.
▪ Names with underscore are not displayed correctly in drop down lists.
▪ Device automation mapping name "local" cannot be used – it is a reserved name.
▪ Error, warning and validation messages cause device automation step width to resize.
▪ Total length of Tab Titles in Device Automation step (including spaces and dash) truncates after 32
characters. This is inconvenient when the first 32 characters of multiple applications are similar.
▪ Incorrectly configured logdb causes Management Console to hang.
▪ Expression editors crash if adding zeroes after “$1”
▪ Applications opened with "Run as Administrator" can be seen but does not have an application title.
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